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• Presenters

◦ MK Jung – Accountant, Research Finance Compliance

◦ Val Gomez – Accountant, Research Finance Compliance

• We welcome your questions

◦ Please use the chat function to ask your questions or

◦ Use the Raise Hand feature to notify the host or current speaker that you wish to speak

• Mute your microphone when not speaking

Introduction and Housekeeping
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• 8:30 am – 10:00 am

◦ Opening/Introduction

◦ Regulations

◦ The Effort Report

• 10:00 am – 10:15 am: Break

• 10:15 am – 12:00 pm

◦ Effort Report Status

◦ UCPath Issues Impacting ERS

• 12:00 pm: Closing

Agenda
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• Become familiar with the federal requirements for Effort Reporting

• Receive a broad understanding of what is Effort and Effort Reporting, and the relationship 
between Effort and Salary

• Know who can and cannot certify effort reports

• Be aware of the consequences when effort reporting practices are out of compliance 

Objectives
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•Federal regulations require that any entity receiving federal funding must ensure that  
controls are in place to have proper Payroll Documentation on federal awards

◦To comply, UCLA utilizes the Effort Reporting System (ERS) as a means to maintain proper 
Payroll Documentation

• Incomplete or improper reporting of effort is a compliance violation that could result in 
audit disallowances and/or withholding of future federal research funding

• Effort documentation must be supported by a system of “internal controls” which provide 
reasonable assurance that amounts charged to awards are accurate, allowable and properly 
allocated

Overview
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• Federal

◦ Code of Federal Regulations (Uniform Guidance) 

2 CFR 200.430 (Compensation-Personnel Services), sets the criteria for acceptable 
methods of charging salaries and wages and requires that institutions follow acceptable 
methods for documenting the distribution of effort for all project personnel.

Regulations for Effort Reporting

https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-2/subtitle-A/chapter-II/part-200/subpart-E/subject-group-ECFRed1f39f9b3d4e72/section-200.430
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• Method of certifying to the federal granting agencies that the effort required as a condition 
of the award has actually been completed

• Effort reporting is a requirement on federal and federal flow‐through contracts or grants and 
can also be used as a substitute for Sponsors requiring additional payroll supporting 
documentation like Functional Timesheets

• Effort Reporting certification must include all personnel costs and cost sharing (if applicable)

• Certification will include all employee activities on an integrated basis (i.e., 100% effort)

• Compensation must conform to institution/federal policies and be consistently applied

What is Effort Reporting?
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• Effort is the portion of time spent on any single professional activity which is reflected as a 
percentage of the total professional activity for which an individual is employed by an 
institution 

• Total professional activity at UCLA may include but is not limited to:

◦ Teaching

◦ Clinical practice

◦ Research

◦ Preparing proposals

◦ Administrative responsibilities 

◦ Any other duties performed for UCLA

What is Effort?
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Whether full, part-time or overtime work, total effort is always equal to

100%

What is Effort?
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Dr King works 60 hours in a week

100% Effort: Scenario 1

20 Hours 

Teaching

5 Hours 

Serving on an IRB 
Committee

20 Hours 

Research on NIH Grant

15 Hours 

Research on Private 
Grants

33.3%

8%

33.3%

25% 100%
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Mark is hired to work part time-
20 hours a week

100% Effort: Scenario 2

10 Hours

NIH Grant

4 Hours

American Heart 
Association Grant

3 Hours 

Teaching Assistant

3 Hours

Office work

50%

20%

15%

15% 100%
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Payroll

• Method of certifying to the federal granting agencies that the effort required as a condition 
of the award has actually been completed

• Payroll distributions describe the allocation of an individual’s salary 

• Payroll can be expressed as an estimate of actual time worked

• Payroll is the basis for generating the effort report

Effort

• Effort describes the allocation of an individual’s time contributed to sponsored projects to 
meet effort commitments agreed to in the award, whether or not reimbursed by the federal 
sponsor

Is Payroll the Same as Effort? NO!
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• Automatic Generation

◦ Any individual who has salary paid from a federally sponsored project

◦ Any individual paid from federal flow-though funds

◦ Any individual paid from a non-federal or federal flow-through award subject to effort 
reporting

• Manual Generation

◦ For individuals with no salary paid on a federal or federal flow-through contract or grant, 
but have committed effort, their report may not always be automatically generated. 
Instead, the report may need to be manually added to the Effort Reporting System

◦ To generate an effort report manually, an individual must have the ERS-Coordinator role in 
DACSS.  This will allow the individual to enter ERS and create an effort report.

Who Should Expect an Effort Report?
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• A salary cost transfer ('direct retro') is an after-the-fact reallocation of the cost associated 
with a transaction from one activity/account to another

• The difference between certified effort percent and percent of salary charged may require a 
salary cost transfer

• It is important that the salary charged to a sponsored project not exceed (within tolerance) 
the effort spent on the project. If the salary charged is greater than the effort expended, a 
salary cost transfer should be made to remove excess salary from the sponsored project

• Formal re-certification must be completed, if a salary cost transfer occurs after the 
certification for the effort that has already taken place

• Transfers must be made within 120 days of the close of the ledger period in which the 
original charge was posted or within 90 days after a fund end date, to follow federal 
guidelines

How Payroll Expense Transfers Affect Effort
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• 2 CFR 220 (Uniform Guidance) provides for “a degree of tolerance” in the preciseness of 
effort reporting

• Effort reports at the University may be completed  with a preciseness tolerance of plus or 
minus 5%

• An individual at the University may certify a level of effort for an award or activity that is 
within 5% of their best estimate of the actual effort expended during the reporting period. If 
you see a report is off by 5% because an expense transfer was omitted, you should make the 
correction by processing the transfer. 

Acceptable Tolerance between Payroll and Effort can be +/-5%

https://www.govinfo.gov/app/details/CFR-2012-title2-vol1/CFR-2012-title2-vol1-part220
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5% Tolerance Example
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5% Tolerance Example

• The 5% tolerance does 

not mean that there can 

be a difference between 

the payroll % [A] column 

and the paid effort 

percent [B] column.

• If the exact effort is 

known, it should be 

reported accurately and 

the individual should be 

paid accordingly.
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• Effort commitment is the amount of effort promised by the institution in the proposal or the 
amended effort included in the award documentation

• The total distribution of effort dedicated to all institutional activities for an individual must 
not be greater than 100%, including cost sharing commitments

• 100%, or nearly 100% research effort, is not realistically possible for individuals with 
significant non-research obligations to the institution (e.g., administrative, clinical or 
teaching)

• If key personnel intend to reduce their committed effort on a sponsored program by more 
than 25%, the institution needs to notify the sponsor and receive approval (e.g., reducing 
from 20% to 14%).  Note: Review agency budgeting rules as requirements may vary

• If the receipt of an award increases an investigator’s total effort commitments to greater 
than 100%, the investigator must revise the level of committed effort requested by 
communication with the sponsor, reduce effort on other activities, or refuse the award

What is Effort Commitment?
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Committed Effort Begins at the Proposal Stage

Appointing Staff 
& Faculty

•Employment 
terms are 

established 
including # 

months (9 or 
12 mo. appt.), 

% full time, 
salary base

Preparing the 
Proposal Budget

•Effort is 
proposed and a 
commitment is 

made to the 
sponsor 

Charging Salary

•Salary is 
charged equal 
to or less than 

activity

•Monitor salary 
distribution 

monthly

Relating pay to 
the Effort

•Effort is 
certified after 

activity has 
occurred

Pre Award Post Award
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Salary Paid

Committed Effort

• Effort proposed or reported 
on proposals, progress 

reports, and prior approval 
requests to change effort

Effort Worked

• How the employee spent 
their time

• Effort actually worked on the 
grant or project throughout 

the quarter

• Percent of total time worked, 
not number of hours

Salary Paid

• How the employee was paid

• Actual payroll charged to the 
grant or project

• Must factor in salary cost 
transfers

= ≥
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• The effort of employees who are paid on or have commitments to work on federal or federal 
flow-through funds must be certified

Federal Flow-Through
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Federal Flow-Through on Award Snapshot
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• Effort Reports must be reviewed for accuracy before certification.  If it is determined that 
any changes (payroll transfers and cost sharing) need to be made, they should be made 
before certification

• Designated individuals

◦ ERS Coordinators

◦ Fund Managers

• Principal Investigators

Who Should Review the Effort Report?
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• To confirm that the distribution of activity represents a reasonable estimate of the 
work performed by the employee during the period, the reports will be certified by 
one of the following:

◦ Employee

◦ Principal Investigator 

◦ A responsible official(s) using suitable means of verification that the work was 
performed

Who Should Certify the Effort Reports?
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• Principal Investigators

◦ PIs must self-certify (Highlighted in Yellow) in ERS. 

◦ It is also recommended that PI’s certify for staff that they have primary oversight of, given 
the fact that they have first-hand knowledge of the work performed 

• Other faculty in Professorial, Professional Research, and Management titles

◦ Recommended to self-certify because they are in the best position to understand how they 
are spending their time in support of the various activities in which they are engaged

• Staff

◦ Self-certification is an option and each department sets their own policies on self-
certification

◦ PI can certify

If you are uncertain who should certify the effort report, please consult with your ERS 
Coordinator or ERS Support

Who Should Certify the Effort Reports?
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• Suitable means of verification is otherwise known as first-hand knowledge of the work 
performed

• Typically, an individual with first-hand knowledge is someone in a supervisory role who 
oversees the employee performing their duties; not necessarily a supervisor

• The individual should have some documentation of how their time was spent to support the 
certification. 

◦ Detailed calendars

◦ Log books

◦ Project reports

◦ Time cards

What is Suitable Means of Verification?
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• An individual that does not have first-hand knowledge of work performed

◦ An administrator on behalf of the PI or any academic personnel

◦ An ERS Coordinator or department Fund Manager

Who Must Never Certify
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• Effort report forms are the primary auditable document to support salary on sponsored 
research awards

• Uniform Guidance (formerly OMB-A-133)

◦ Audits to verify institution’s financial practices are consistent with the federal regulations 
and provisions of contracts and grants agreements

• Extramural Fund Management

◦ Oversee effort reporting system and institutional practices

◦ Potential Audit Risk

◦ 100% effort on research for faculty

◦ Multiple re-certifications

Audits/Compliance
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University Responsibilities

• Principal Investigators and their campus departments are responsible for ensuring full compliance 
with effort reporting requirements

• The University shall require all effort to be certified within 120 days of the end of the reporting 
period

◦ Note that recent releases are delayed due to UCPath issues

• Effort not certified within 120 days may result in action being taken by the campus to reverse the 
charges on the award, may jeopardize submission of future proposals, cause a proposal to be 
withdrawn, and/or jeopardize the acceptance of future awards

• Campus departments and Extramural Fund Management shall take progressive action to prompt 
corrective action and resolution according to local campus policy when required, including:

◦ Notification of the Vice Chancellor of Research for intervention and resolution

◦ Notification of the Dean, Department Chair or Director for resolution

Audits/Compliance
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Non-Compliance

• The risks of non-compliance with effort reporting are significant

◦ Numerous investigations have been conducted by the federal government that have focused 
on effort reporting – settlements have been in the millions of dollars

• If effort reports are not complete, research sponsors may:

◦ Disallow related salary, fringe benefits and F & A (indirect) costs

◦ Reduce or eliminate future funding

◦ Press criminal charges

◦ Require additional oversight of systems and controls

Audit/Compliance
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National Science Foundation in particular has conducted many reviews of institutions’ effort 
reporting practices.  Common findings have included:

◦ Effort reports certified late and/or by individuals without suitable means of verification

◦ Problems with summer salary/effort calculations and reports

◦ Effort commitments not considered in certification

◦ Failure to report committed cost sharing accurately 

◦ Inadequate education programs for faculty and administrators

Audits/Compliance
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• May 1, 2015 the National Science Foundation (NSF) completed its review and resolution of 
an audit report of UCLA’s incurred cost under NSF awards for the period July 1, 2009 – June 
30, 2012

• There were 3 potential findings that involved salary/effort.  The issues included:

◦ Overcharged summer salary

◦ Late salary expense transfer

◦ Late effort report certifications

• Results:  No refund to the government

NSF Audit at UCLA
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Yale University (2008)

◦ Government alleged that Yale overcharged Federal awards through improper cost transfers 
used to “spend down” grant funds which resulted in inaccurate and overstated effort 
reports

◦ Government alleged that Yale researchers inaccurately certified 100% of effort on funds, 
when a significant amount of work was spent on other projects

◦ Government alleged that a PI did not dedicate 25% of effort on project, as proposed in 
subaward budget

◦ Results: $7.6 million paid to the government

Examples of Non-Compliance
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• Florida International University (2005)

◦ An audit discovered that FIU did not have proper documentation to verify that PIs spent the 
percent of time they had promised

◦ Improperly billed for time, travel and admin expenses

◦ Results: $11.5 million paid to government

• Harvard University (2004)

◦ Harvard disclosed that it had overcharged grants by requesting reimbursement for 
researchers who did not work on the grants

◦ Results: $3.3 million paid to government

Examples of Non-Compliance
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Sit down with the PIs (or other staff) and assist in the certifying process and provide assistance 
if needed. In doing this you:

• Make sure reports are certified by the right person

• Make sure PI (or other staff) understands the report

• Verify that the information to be certified is correct

Best Practice
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Any Questions?

Contact Information

Email: ERSHelp@research.ucla.edu

ERS Help

https://efm.research.ucla.edu

EFM Website

mailto:ERSHelp@research.ucla.edu
https://efm.research.ucla.edu/


Effort Reporting System
N ovem b er  14t h ,  2022
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• What is ERS?

• How ERS access is granted

• Accessing ERS on and off campus

• Effort Report Periods

• How to read and understand the effort report

• Review ERS Functions

Objectives
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• The University of California Office of the President, in partnership with the five largest UC 
campuses (UCLA, UC Berkeley, UCSF, UCSD, and UC Davis), developed the web-based Effort 
Reporting System (ERS)

• Calculates distribution of effort for all employees paid from federal, federal flow-through 
contracts and grants.

• With ERS, the review and certification process for effort reporting is 100% electronic; although 
the system has the capability to print reports for review and/or government reporting 
purposes.

• Captures certifications electronically so that the system can monitor compliance and maintain 
records.

Effort Reporting System

What is ERS?

https://ers.it.ucla.edu/EffortReporting/enterERS.do
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• There are two main system-generated authorizations that do not require individual set up in 
DACSS:

◦ Employees are automatically authorized to view, edit and certify their own effort reports 
and view their associated payroll detail information.

◦ Principal Investigators are automatically authorized to view, edit and certify effort reports 
and view payroll detail for employees paid on any of their projects.

➢In order for a PI to access his/her employees’ effort reports, the employees must be paid 
on the PI FAU(s) and the PI must be assigned an the “Managing Investigator” in the 
financial system.

• Department administrators in conjunction with the department DSA should designate who 

should have access to the various roles in ERS

◦ Access to ERS is granted by Department Security Administrators (DSA) through the 

Distributed Administrative Computing Security System (DACSS).

◦ You must be an active UCLA employee 

ERS Access
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There are functions that control what activities a user can perform in ERS. Roles a DSA is able to 
designate are as follows: 

• ER1-View
◦ View only access

• ER2-EditView
◦ View and Edit access

• ER3-CertifyEditView
◦ View, Edit, Certify and the ability to re-open effort reports

• ER4-Payroll
◦ View the payroll detail within ERS

• ER5-ERCoordinator
◦ Receives all ERS notifications and is the central point of contact for the department. 

◦ Is able to generate Effort Reports

ERS Access
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A DSA is only able to grant access at a department level. If there is a need to grant access at an 
additional granular level, departments are to reach out to ERS Support providing the following 
information:

• Request will need to note who access needs to be granted to, along with the name of 
individual(s) they will need access to.

• A brief justification explaining why access needs to be granted.
◦ For example, requesting access for a Department Chair in order to certify effort reports on behalf of a 

PI no longer with the university. 

• Request will need to come from or be approved by department DSA.

ERS Access
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In order to access ERS, user must have an active UCLA Logon ID

Access on campus:

• Direct link: https://ers.it.ucla.edu/

oExtramural Fund Management: https://efm.research.ucla.edu/

oORA Online Resource Center: https://portal.research.ucla.edu/PostAward

Access off campus requires connection to secured UCLA Network

• You must create a Bruin Online VPN at the Virtual Private Network (VPN) Clients web page.

• You will be required to enroll in and authorize your login attempts using Multi-Factor

Authentication (MFA) to connect to the Campus VPN.

Note: If an employee does not have a UCLA ID or has forgotten his/her password, go to UCLA 
Identity and Accounts Manager: https://accounts.iam.ucla.edu/#/

How to Logon to ERS?

https://www.it.ucla.edu/it-support-center/services/virtual-private-network-vpn-clients

https://ers.it.ucla.edu/
https://efm.research.ucla.edu/
https://www.it.ucla.edu/bol/services/virtual-private-network-vpn-clients
https://accounts.iam.ucla.edu/#/
https://www.it.ucla.edu/it-support-center/services/virtual-private-network-vpn-clients
https://www.it.ucla.edu/it-support-center/services/virtual-private-network-vpn-clients
https://portal.research.ucla.edu/PostAward
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• Effort reports are released on a semi-annual bases
◦ Fall and Winter quarters in April

◦ Spring and Summer quarters in October

• Non-Academic and 11/12 Academics

• 9/12 Academics (Employees that work 9 months out of the year but are paid over 12 months) 

Standard Effort Reporting Periods

Reporting Period Release Due
Fall: October, November, December April July

Winter: January, February, March April July

Spring: April, May, June October February

Summer: July, August, September October February

Reporting Period Release Due
Fall: July, August, September, October April July

Winter: November, December, January, February April July 

Spring: March, April, May, June October February

Summer: June, July, August, and September
(Additional compensation codes) October February
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• Effort Reports Released July 2019

◦ Included only the periods in which payroll was processed in PPS due to pending resolution of UCPath issues.

◦ August 2018 payroll was processed in PPS but was not included because vacation and sick used in August were 
processed in UCPath in September. 

◦ Summer for 9/12 Academics was not included as the period contained payroll processed in UCPath. 

• Effort Reports Released September 2020

Modified Effort Reporting Periods

Reporting Period Non-Academic and 11/12 Academics 9/12 Academics

Modified period April - July 2018 March - July 2018

Reporting Period Non-Academic and 11/12 Academics 9/12 Academics

Summer N/A June 2018 – September 2018 (*)

Modified period August – December 2018 August – October 2018

Winter January – March 2019 November 2018 – February 2019

Spring April – June 2019 March 2019 – June 2019

Summer July – September 2019 June – September 2019 (*)

Fall October – December 2019 July – October 2019

Winter January – March 2020 November 2019 – February 2020

(*) Additional Compensation DOS codes only

Standard 

Effort 

Reporting 

Period
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Current Schedule

• Effort Reports Released October 2022

• Future April 2023 Release

Reporting
Period

Non-Academic and 11/12 
Academics

9/12 Academics Certification Deadline

Spring 2022 April – June 2022 March – June 2022 February 28, 2023

Summer 2022 July – September 2022 June 2022 – September 2022(*) February 28, 2023

Reporting
Period

Non-Academic and 11/12 
Academics

9/12 Academics Certification Deadline

Fall 2022 October – December 2022 July – October 2022 July 2023

Winter 2023 July – September 2022 November 2022 – February 2023 July 2023

(*) Additional Compensation DOS codes only
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Example of Effort Report in ERS

Last Name, First

Project A
Project B
Project C
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Effort Report Headings

Last Name, First The Heading Banner identifies the individual for whom the 
Effort Report has been generated and specifies the reporting 
period that is reflected on the report

• Version: ERS tracks each iteration of the Effort Report.

• Status:  ERS assigns each Effort Report a status. In this 
example the status is “Open”. 

• Report Period: Aligns with release schedule 

o 6 months span for semi-annual release

• Pay Period: Earn dates included in Effort Report 

o 3 months span for quarterly reporting of Non-
Academic & 11/12 Academics

o 4 month span for 9/12 Academics 

Project A

Project B

Project C
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Federal and Federal Flow-Through Sponsored Projects

Last Name, First

Project A

Project B

Project C

The Federal and Federal Flow-Through Sponsored 
Projects section contains all the federally funded 
projects on the effort report. 

• Listed by FAU (Location-Account-CC-Fund)
o Award No. 
o Managing PI
o Budget Period End Date
o OH Rate

Total Federal & Federal Flow-Through Sponsored 
Project: Total effort for all federally sponsored project
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“The Line”

“The Line”

“The line” is a term commonly used when discussing the location of effort.  “Above the line” refers to Federal 
and Federal Flow-Through Sponsored Projects and “below the line” refers to Other Sponsored Projects and 
Non-Sponsored Activities.  
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Below “The Line”

Rows below the line do not require 
certification although their accuracy is 
important.

• Other Sponsored Projects: Projects that are not
federally funded

o State, Local, Private, Work Study

• Non-Sponsored Activities 

o Departmental funding sources
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Report Columns

Project A

Project B

Project C
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Report Columns

When effort report is first generated, both columns match

A ‐ Payroll % (non‐editable)

• Percent of effort calculated from Payroll records 

B ‐ Paid Effort % to Certify (editable)

• Percent of effort calculated from payroll records but is 
editable, and is to be used to record changes to appear

• Once certified or edited, this column will keep the 
certified or edited figures even if the payroll ledgers 
change.

• If columns don’t match and the report is certified, the 
report status changes to Certified/AdjustReqd 
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Report Columns

C ‐ N/A to UCLA
D- Cost Share Effort % to Certify
• Column “D” Records Cost Sharing
• Always starts off at 0%
• Typically offset from Non-Sponsored Activities 

(unrestricted funds) although in rare cases it can be 
offset from Other Sponsored Projects

F – Total Effort % to Certify
• Total of Adjusted  Payroll % and Adjusted  Cost Sharing 

%
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Effort Report Review
Effort  Ca lcu lat ion

Project A
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View Payroll Details

1. The date used to 
determine which 
payroll transaction 
should be included in 
the effort report

2. FAU determines how the 
payment is categorized for 
the effort report

3. Indicates the percent of time 
that an individual was on pay 

status during a pay period

4. The sum of 
the all the 
report line 
items for each 
block

5. The Report Total is the 
sum of all  values in the 
Weighted % column of 
each block except the 
Unrecognized Earnings 
and Excluded Earnings 
blocks. It is used as the 
denominator to 
calculate the Original 
Payroll% for each line of 
the effort report. 

6. Below each payroll 
detail block, the 
Report Details page 
displays a calculation 
line which indicates 
how the value placed 
on the effort report 
was calculated

7. Original Payroll % = 
Line Item Total / Report 
Total.  This value is 
placed on the effort 
report. This is shown on 
the calculation line 
below each payroll detail 
block (6)
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Effort  Ca lcu lat ion:  B i -Weekly  Pa id  Employee

View Payroll Details Cont. 

Derived % = Paid % / Average 
working hours per month

(e.g. 80 / 174 = .4598)

Weighted % = Carried over 
from Derived % 
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Effort  Ca lcu lat ion -Monthly  Employee

View Payroll Details Cont.

• Hours worked (20.40)/Monthly Total Work Hours (160) = DEP (0.1275)
• Number of monthly total work hours varies by month, in example used September had 160 hours
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Sa lary  Cap in  ERS

View Payroll Details Cont. 

Example: Base Salary Monthly Rate $17,183.33, Capped Rate $15,583.331. An OTC indicator starting with N is the 
up-to-the-cap row 

◦ N-OTC001

2. An OTC indicator starting with Y is the 
over-the-cap row

◦ Y-OTC001

3. Salary Cap is stated as a monthly rate
◦ $15,583.33

4. Amount over the cap 
◦ $695.94

5. Derived Effort % will be associated with 
the N-OTC line, Derived Effort % on Y-
OTC line will be 0
◦ N-OTC = .4349 DEP, Y-OTC = 0.00 DEP

6. The sum of Paid % for N-OTC and Y-OTC 
will total the DEP listed on the N-OTC 
line

◦ N-OTC = .3944 paid %, Y-OTC = .0405 paid %

◦ Total = .4349

Project A

Project B
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Report  Headings

Navigating ERS

• View Payroll Details: Authorized users can access the payroll record that was 
used to construct the Effort Report

• Export: Export to Excel or other CSV formatted application 

• Send:  Will send a displayable copy via email

• Print: Send to local printer

• ?: When clicked, a new window will appear providing page details

Last Name, First
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Report  Vers ions

Navigating ERS

Version: ERS tracks each iteration of the Effort Report. The first Effort Report for the reporting period is 
identified as Version 1. 

• Any time changes are made and saved, ERS assigns the report a new version number; e.g., 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 
etc.

• ERS assigns the next whole number, e.g., 2.0, to the report, once certification has occurred. 

• A drop-down menu shows all versions for the individual’s Effort Report including date and status – for a 
single reporting period. 

Last Name, First
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Navigating ERS

Project A

Project B

Project C

• Edit Report: Edit mode

o Add Cost Share

o Edit Column B

o Add a Comment

o Certify

• View/History: View only mode 

o Review versions of report

• Comment Log: View Comment 
Log or make a new one

o Comments are required 
whenever a user makes changes 
to the Adjusted Payroll %

ERS dims function tabs when viewers 
are not authorized to perform or 
view function. 

Funct ions  Tabs
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Navigating ERS

Project A

Project B

Project C

Report Options:

• Report requires multiple 
certification

• Cost Sharing Against Other 
Sponsored Projects

• Report Under Preliminary 
Review   
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Report  Opt ions :  Report  Requires  Mult ip le  Cert i f icat ion

Navigating ERS

• ERS provides the option of requiring multiple certifications. That option is invoked by clicking 
the “Report requires multiple certification” box.

o Effort Reports can generally be certified either by the individual or by someone with first hand 
knowledge of the work performed. However, when an individual works on multiple projects, 
has multiple supervisors, and/or is not aware of which projects their effort is benefiting their 
Effort Report may require multiple certifications.

o Effort Reports designated as requiring multiple certification will display a new column of click 
boxes titled Line Certified to the far right of the lines for each sponsored project.
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Navigating ERS

• Most Cost Share is offset from Non-Sponsored activities.

o In the unusual circumstances where a non-federal 
project sponsor agrees to pay for effort devoted to a 
federally sponsored project, it is necessary to reduce 
the amount of effort shown on this “other 
sponsored project” in order to increase the effort 
shown on the federally sponsored project. This is 
done by entering the effort as a negative amount in 
the cost sharing field on the “Other Sponsored 
Project” section.

o Because this is a rare situation, a cost sharing offset 
against Other Sponsored Projects must be enabled 
using a special check box. Once the box is checked, 
the following will appear in order to allow the offset 
to be entered.

Report  Opt ions :  Report  A l lows  for  Cost  Share  Aga inst  Other  Sponsored Pro jects
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Report  Opt ions :  Report  i s  Under  Pre l iminary  Rev iew

Navigating ERS

• Flag can be used as a way to alert a certifier that the report is still under review and not ready 
for certification. Once the box is selected a heading will appear stating "Report Under 
Preliminary Review"
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View Payro l l  Deta i l s

Navigating ERS

Authorized users can access the payroll 
record that was used to construct the Effort 
Report. Any employee can see the drilldown 
details for their own effort reports. 

• By clicking on the magnifying glass you can 
drill down to view the payroll data for the 
specific project. 

• By clicking on the View Payroll Details 
button you can see payroll drill down 
information for all fund sources for an 
individual for the reporting period of the 
Effort Report

Project A

Project B

Project C

Bruin,Joe
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Activity

• A.  Projects that require certification 

• B.  Separates federal and non-federal projects

• C.  Column that shows actual payroll

• D.  Column that reports total effort

• E.  This row should total 100%

• F.  Column that shows payroll and is   editable

• G.  Column that shows the effort for a Federal 
project but is not charged the Federal project 
directly

• H.  Effort  does not require certification

Match the  letter  to  number

Match the letter to the number on 
the right: 
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Answers

Activity

• A.  Projects that require certification 

• B.  Separates federal and non-federal projects

• C.  Column that shows actual payroll

• D.  Column that reports total effort

• E.  This row should total 100%

• F.  Column that shows payroll and is   editable

• G.  Column that shows the effort for a Federal 
project but is not charged the Federal project 
directly

• H.  Effort  does not require certification

Answers:
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Any Questions?

Contact Information

Email: ershelp@research.ucla.edu

ERS Help Desk

https://efm.research.ucla.edu

EFM Website

mailto:ershelp@research.ucla.edu
https://efm.research.ucla.edu/


Break



Effort Report Status
N ovem b er  14 t h ,  2022
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• Understand what each status in ERS means

• Knowing what action to take 

Objectives
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Effort Report Status

Status Description Action Required

Open The report is open and awaiting certification. Yes

Certified The report has been certified. No

Partially Certified The report requires multiple certifications. One or more certifications are still pending. Yes

Certified/AdjustReqd The report has been certified, but is awaiting a payroll adjustment. Yes

Reissued-Partially 
Certified

The report was earlier certified and has been re-issued, possibly due to additional payroll 
activities. One or more of the line items are still certified.

Yes

Open-Reissued The report was earlier certified and has been re-issued due to additional payroll activities. Yes

Open-Reopened The report was certified but has been re-opened, possibly for user initiated adjustments. Yes

Exception The report has some exception. e.g. out of balance Yes

Adjustment Required The report is awaiting a payroll adjustment. This may also include report which initially had effort 
listed above the line but zeroed out by a user. This report will change to "Not Required" after the 

payroll adjustment is processed by the ERS system.

Yes

Not Required The report does not require certification. Maybe

Overdue Open, Partially Certified, Reissued, and Reopened statuses will be augmented with overdue when 
appropriate. Certification on this report is outstanding and has passed the certification deadline.

Yes
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Open – Effort report is open and ready for review and certification

ERS Status: Open

Project A
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ERS Status: Open

Action Required:

• Review Effort Report to ensure all appropriate sponsored projects are present

• Review approved budget

• Add any applicable cost sharing 

• Consult with PI and determine if effort report reflects the appropriate amount of effort 

on each project

• Have appropriate person certify the report 
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Certified – The report has been certified.

ERS Status: Certified

Project A

• No additional action – Report is considered complete
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Partially Certified - Effort Report Requires Multiple Certifications, usually from 
different departments

ERS Status: Partially Certified
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ERS Status: Partially Certified

Action Required: 

• Review the effort report for accounts and cost centers that do not belong to the report-

owning PI – if you see one that is different, this report needs multiple certifications

• Click the Multiple Certifications required box

• Contact the ERS Coordinator in the alternate department – ensure they certify 

accordingly

• Review for the effort in your department

• Have appropriate person certify the report
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Certified/AdjustReqd – Payroll % does not match Paid Effort % to Certify 

ERS Status: Certified/AdjustReqd

Project A

Project B
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Action Required: 

• Salary cost transfer (Direct Retro) should be submitted in order to make the two columns 
match

• Once the direct retro transfer is processed and added to the Payroll % column in ERS, the 
report’s status should change to “Certified”. 

◦ Note there is a delay from when a salary cost transfer is processed and when it appears in 
ERS.

• If the status does not automatically change to Certified, please contact ERS Support

ERS Status: Certified/AdjustReqd
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Open/Re-Issued – System re-issued report due to additional payroll activities

ERS Status: Open/Reissued
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ERS Status: Open/Reissued

Action Required: 

• Review effort report for accuracy

• Adjust the Paid Effort % to Certify column to match the Payroll % column

• Have appropriate person certify the report
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Exception – Indicates an unusual condition on the report

ERS Status: Exception

• Issue:
◦ There is a project/FAU with negative effort

◦ The report does not total to 100%

◦ There is project/FAU sitting under unrecognized earnings

Project A

Project B
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• Action Required
◦ Review effort report comment log

◦ Review effort report payroll activity and make necessary adjustments

◦ If report totals negative percent, it may be due to a stand alone or duplicate credit

◦ There may be an invalid FAU causing this status

◦ Have appropriate person certify the report

ERS Status: Exception

Project B

PPROJECT B

Project B
Project B
Project B
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• The report is awaiting a payroll adjustment. This may also include report which initially had 
efforts but zeroed out by the user. 

• Report status will change to "Not Required" after the payroll adjustment have been recorded 
by ERS.

ERS Status: Adjustment Required

Project A
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Not Required – Effort Report may not require certification

ERS Status: Not Required
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ERS Status: Not Required

Action Required:

• Review the effort report to ensure a report is not required. There are instances in which 

this status will appear for an employee when an effort report is indeed required.

• Example: If a PI committed effort on a sponsored project(s) without salary, he/she is 

required to report his/her effort. Follow these steps: 

oGenerate or open a blank/Not Required report 

oAdd in the sponsored project(s) to the effort report

oHave appropriate person certify the report
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Report  Status :  Open

Effort Report – Reviewing Versions
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Report  Status :  Cert i f ied

Effort Report – Reviewing Versions
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Report  Status :  Open Reissued

Effort Report – Reviewing Versions

Project A

Project B
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Report  Status :  Cert i f ied/AdjustReqd

Effort Report – Reviewing Versions 

Project A

Project B
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Report  Status :  Open -Reopened

Effort Report – Reviewing Versions

Project A

Project B
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Report  Status :  Open -Reopened

Effort Report – Reviewing Versions

Project A

Project B
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Report  Status :  Cert i f ied

Effort Report – Reviewing Versions

Project A

Project B
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Any Questions?

Contact Information

Email: ershelp@research.ucla.edu

ERS Help Desk

https://efm.research.ucla.edu

EFM Website

mailto:ershelp@research.ucla.edu
https://efm.research.ucla.edu/


Key UCPath Issues Impacting Effort 
Reports

N ovem b er  14 t h ,  2022
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• Key UCPath Issues Impacting Effort Reports

• Solution Approach

Agenda
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• Some reports have been flagged as “Under Prelim Review” in ERS due to 
unresolved UCPath defects. 

1. Pending Mass Leave Correction

2. Incorrect percent of effort for effort bearing payroll line

3. Missing payroll record(s) in effort report

4. Y-OTC or N-OTC indicator is missing

• If you discover an inaccuracy in an effort report or potential defect that is not captured as 
part of the known UCPath issues, please contact ERS Help Desk with the employee name, 
employee ID, report period, and description of the issue for the impacted effort report and 
EFM will assist with looking into the protentional finding further.

Key UCPath Issues Impacting Effort Reports

mailto:ershelp@research.ucla.edu
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• The “Under Preliminary Review” flag appears in two places in ERS:
1. Under a separate column in the employee’s Report List – check mark indicates “Under Prelim Review”

2. On the effort report in the upper right corner with a red box

• The ERS Master Exception List along with special instructions and the status of each issue can be found on 
EFM’s website: https://efm.research.ucla.edu/special-instructions-ers-release/

Known UCPath Issues Impacting Effort Reports

https://efm.research.ucla.edu/special-instructions-ers-release/
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• The specific issues impacting an effort report are noted in 1) the ERS Master Exception 
List Excel file and 2) under the “Comment Log” in the effort report in ERS: 

◦ Screenshot of ERS Master Exception List:

◦ Example comment in ERS:

Known UCPath Issues Impacting Effort Reports
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• UCPath Issue #1: Mass Leave Correction (MLC)

◦ MLC is correcting two issues related to exceptions (e.g., VAC, SKL) taken:

◦ Vacation credit was not allocated across multiple funding sources

◦ Vacation credit did not post to the funding source for the month vacation was taken but to 
the current funding source when vacation credit is processed. Incorrect funding is credited if 
funding distribution changed (called “Leave in arrear” issue). 

◦ To review these issues in more detail please visit the November 2020 RAF presentations:

◦ https://ora.research.ucla.edu/wp-content/uploads/RAF-2020-11-EFM.pdf

◦ Mass Leave Correction Solution

◦ Identification of MLC Transactions

Known UCPath Issues Impacting Effort Reports
Mass  Leave Correct ion  Defect

https://ora.research.ucla.edu/wp-content/uploads/RAF-2020-11-EFM.pdf
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Mass  Leave Correct ion  – ERS  Guidance

Historical Current

Description in 
Comments

Pending Mass Leave Correction (MLC) entry–
do not certify until further instruction is

provided by EFM

Mass Leave Corrections (MLC) have been recorded to ERS-
Review payroll details in ERS and proceed with certification

• All historical leave errors for September 2018 - October 2021 were corrected and these corrections 
have been loaded to ERS. Review and certify effort reports.

◦ If the distribution reflected in ERS is correct, unflag effort report and proceed with certification.

◦ If distribution includes errors, please contact ERS Help Desk.

• For additional information regarding MLC, visit UCPath Mass Leave Correction | UCLA Central 
Resource Unit

mailto:ershelp@research.ucla.edu
https://cru.ucla.edu/news/ucpath-mass-leave-correction
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• UCPath issue #2: Incorrect percent of effort for effort bearing payroll line

◦ Zero hours/zero effort %: Certain effort-bearing payroll lines were recorded in the labor ledger with 
zero hours and zero effort % calculated

◦ Example of pay record with zero percent effort in ERS detail for an effort report:

Known UCPath Issues Impacting Effort Reports

Project B

Project A
Project A

Incorrect  Percent  of  Effort  Defect
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• The defect has not been addressed in the system yet. UCPath center confirmed that the 
historical data correction is not going to be delivered. Based on this, EFM will provide a 
supplemental Excel file with updated recalculated effort percentages for all known impacted 
effort reports, along with a job aid. These materials  are in the process of being generated and 
will be sent separately to ERS Coordinators in impacted departments. A webinar reviewing the 
job aid is available in the "Resources" section of this web page.

• Adjust effort reports referencing the supplemental excel file and certify effort reports.

Incorrect  Percent  of  Effort  – ERS  Guidance

Known UCPath Issues Impacting Effort Reports

Historical Current

Description in 
Comments

Incorrect percent of effort for effort bearing
payroll line–review supplemental Excel file

and job aid provided by EFM before 
certification

Comment to remain the same
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• UCPath Issue #3: Missing payroll record(s) in effort report

• In some cases, a line of payroll from labor ledger was not successfully loaded to ERS due to missing 
data elements in the labor ledger. The missing line of payroll will cause the effort report to be 
inaccurate.

• Missing lines identified by UCPC have been delivered to UCLA and loaded to ERS. Review and certify effort reports.

• If all lines in the labor ledger are accounted for in effort reports payroll details, unflag effort report and proceed 
with certification.

• If the labor ledger does not reconcile with payroll details in the effort reports, please contact ERS Help Desk.

Known UCPath Issues Impacting Effort Reports
Miss ing  Payro l l  Records  Defect  & ERS  Guidance

Historical Current

Description in 
Comments

Missing payroll record(s) in effort report–do
not certify until further instruction is

provided by EFM

Missing payroll record(s) have been loaded to ERS -
Reconcile ERS to Labor Ledger and proceed with certification

mailto:ershelp@research.ucla.edu
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• UCPath Issue #4: Y-OTC or N-OTC indicator is missing

◦ In some cases, either the Y-OTC or the N-OTC line was not correctly processed in the labor 
ledger.

• The defect has not been addressed in the system yet. UCPath center confirmed that the 
historical data correction is not going to be delivered. Based on this, review effort percentage in 
the report and certify. 

◦ If the distribution reflected in ERS is correct, unflag effort report and proceed with certification.

◦ If distribution includes errors, please contact ERS Help Desk.

Known UCPath Issues Impacting Effort Reports
Y-OTC or  N-OTC Ind icator  i s  Miss ing  - Defect  & ERS  Guidance

Historical Current

Description in 
Comments

Y-OTC or N-OTC indicator is missing–do not 
certify until further  instruction is provided 

by EFM

Review effort report to ensure correct effort distribution 
and calculations.

mailto:ershelp@research.ucla.edu
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• UCPath issue not currently flagged as “Preliminary Review”: Incorrect appointment 
type

◦ A small number of cases in which a report was generated with an incorrect appointment type. 

◦ Example: report generated as 11/12 Academic when it should have been generated as 9/12 
Academic

◦ If you encounter this issue in a report, reach out the ERS Help Desk. The Help Desk will have the 
report re-generated with the correct appointment type.

Known UCPath Issues Impacting Effort Reports
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Any Questions?

https://efm.research.ucla.edu

EFM Website

Contact Information

Email: ershelp@research.ucla.edu

ERS Help Desk

https://efm.research.ucla.edu/
mailto:ershelp@research.ucla.edu


Effort Reporting Class Part II
N ovem b e r  1 5 t h ,  2022
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Agenda

• 8:30 am – 10:00 am

◦ Cost Sharing

◦ Best Practices

• 10:00 am – 10:15 am: Break

• 10:15 am – 12:00 pm

◦ ERS Test Site

◦ Creating Saved Searches

◦ EFM Website – ERS Section

◦ ORA Portal – Effort Report Certification Status

• 12:00 pm: Closing



ERS Cost Sharing
N ovem b er  15 t h ,  2022
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Objectives

• Understand what cost sharing is

• Review different types of cost sharing 

• How cost sharing is reported in ERS
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What is Cost Sharing?

"Cost sharing," also called "matching," refers to the resources contributed or 
allocated by the University (including non-University resources allocated by the 
University) to a sponsored project over and above the support provided by the 
extramural sponsor of that project

o Cost sharing represents the portion of the project or program costs that is not 
paid by the sponsor.

o These costs are usually paid by the University through unrestricted funding 
sources
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Types of Cost Sharing

• Mandatory cost sharing/matching refers to that portion of the University contribution to a 
sponsored project which is required by the terms of the project’s Request for Proposal or 
Application (RFP/RFA). By accepting an award with mandatory cost sharing, the University 
incurs an obligation to document its financial contributions to the sponsored project. 

• Voluntary cost sharing refers to University-initiated contributions to a sponsored project. 
Voluntary cost sharing is discouraged under the University’s policy requiring full cost recovery 
for work conducted under extramural awards as it commits University resources and creates 
additional award administration documentation requirements. If the proposed cost sharing 
amount is included in the award budget or the project narrative, the fulfillment of the cost 
sharing must be documented and reported as if it were mandatory cost sharing.

• Voluntary uncommitted cost sharing refers to any effort of University faculty (and possibly 
senior researchers) beyond that which is committed and budgeted for in a sponsored 
agreement. Such voluntary uncommitted cost sharing is not included in either the proposal 
budget or the narrative. Unlike committed cost sharing, voluntary uncommitted cost sharing 
does not require documentation or reporting.

https://www.ucop.edu/research-policy-analysis-coordination/resources-tools/contract-and-grant-manual/chapter5/chapter-5-300.html

https://www.ucop.edu/research-policy-analysis-coordination/resources-tools/contract-and-grant-manual/chapter5/chapter-5-300.html
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Effort Without Salary

• Effort without salary occurs when a faculty or staff member commits effort on the 
grant proposal budget, actually expends the effort on the grant, but no salary is 
charged to the grant fund.  Generally, in these instances, the salary is charged to an 
unrestricted university fund

• Even though salary is not charged to the federal grant, effort reporting is still 
required!

Gomez, Val
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All Cost Share Is Added Manually

• The N/A to UCLA 
will always be blank 

• All cost sharing 
must be manually
added into the Cost 
Share Effort % to 
Certify column
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Adding Cost Share

Scenario: The employee 
committed 30% effort on 
Project A, but only 21% 

is being paid by Sponsor. 

We must show 30% effort 
on the effort report 
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Adding Cost Share

• Add in the total percentage of cost 
shared effort in the  Cost  Share 
Effort % to Certify column on the 
Non- Sponsored Activities row

• Make sure you are in the Edit 
Report tab
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Adding Cost Share

• Add in the cost shared effort 
on the project that benefited 
from the cost sharing

• Once added the total effort 
(payroll + cost sharing) will 
show on the right side in the 
Total Effort to Certify 
column

• Add a comment then save
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Adding Cost Share

Once the cost sharing has 
been saved, the changes 
will show in the Total Effort 
%  to Certify column

This column represents the 
true effort
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Adding Cost Share

Now the Certifier can go 
into the Edit Report tab 
and certify the report
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Cost Sharing On Multiple Projects

Scenario: The employee 
committed 25% effort on Project 

A and 10 % on Project B 

• Cost share 4% on Project A 
and 7% on Project B.  Total  
cost shared is  11% 

• Add a comment then save 

Project A

Project B
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Adding Effort Without Salary

• Because salary is not charged to the grant, the fund will not appear in the 
initial effort report

• In order to manually add the fund, click on the Add Additional Sponsored 
Project button
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Adding Effort Without Salary

To add the appropriate fund, complete the following steps:
1. Type in fund number you would like to add
2. Click on the “Filter” button
3. Click on the “Select” button

Bruin, Joe
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Adding Effort Without Salary

• The fund now appears on the effort report
◦ Add the appropriate amount of effort under Cost Share Effort  % to Certify

◦ And offset the corresponding amount from Non-Sponsored Activities row
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Adding Effort Without Salary

• If there was effort without salary 
for staff/faculty paid entirely off 
non-sponsored funds, and an effort 
report does not exist in the system 
for that employee, an effort report 
should be generated.

• To generate an effort report report, 
click on the System Administration 
link from the main ERS page
◦ Note: Function can only be done by 

ERS Coordinator

Creating an effort report
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Adding Effort Without Salary
Creating an effort report cont. 

Click on the Generate Effort Report for Employee link
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Adding Effort Without Salary
Creating an effort report cont. 

• Type in the Employee ID number

• Select the appropriate ERS quarter

• Click on the Search button
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Adding Effort Without Salary
Creating an effort report cont. 

• Once employee details appear click “Generate” to generate report
• When report is generated, click “Return to ERS” link to search for the report
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Adding Effort Without Salary

• Report Status: If a PI or other personnel is paid 100% off of funding below the line (Other 
Sponsored Projects or Non- Sponsored Activities), the status of the ERS report will indicate a 
“Not Required” status. It is important to check “Not Required” reports each quarter to make 
sure that they are indeed not required 

• Action to take:  If you know the funding source, follow the steps on slides 15-17 to add the 
sponsored project(s) and fill in the cost share information.  This will change the report status 
to “Open”

Adding Effort Without Salary to a “Not Required” Report 
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Cost Share from Other Sponsored Projects

Project A

Project B

Project C

Column “D” under “Other Sponsored Projects” will appear as +0%
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Cost Share from Other Sponsored Projects

• Check box to add Cost Sharing Offset 
Against Other Sponsored Projects 

• ERS ALERT will appear 

• Additional row will appear in order to 
allow Cost Share Offset 

Project A

Project B

Project C
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Any Questions?

Contact Information

Email: ershelp@research.ucla.edu

ERS Help Desk

https://efm.research.ucla.edu

EFM Website

mailto:ershelp@research.ucla.edu
https://efm.research.ucla.edu/


ERS Best Practices
N ovem b er  15 t h ,  2022
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Objective

• Understanding of what to do with Effort Reports from notification to 
completion.

◦ Tools and Resources Available

◦ Hints & Tips
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ERS Notifications

• Effort Reporting System notifications are sent via the ERS Mailing List (ERS listserv)

• You can subscribe to this Mailing list via the ORA website: 
https://form.research.ucla.edu/ora/ora-news-subscription/

• Through this Mailing List you will receive the following notifications:

oRelease Announcements

oDeadlines

oTraining opportunities

oAny other ERS related news

https://form.research.ucla.edu/ora/ora-news-subscription/
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ERS Verification

• The Effort Report System 

• Payroll Reports

• Current/Approved Budgets, Personnel Reports and Progress Reports for all federal 

contracts & grants

• Copies of salary cost transfers (Direct Retros) or any other payroll transfer 

documentation used in your department that may impact ERS payroll.

o Any other necessary documentation containing payroll and/or effort information (emails 

etc.)
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What Are You Verifying?

• Make sure all the charges on the FAU’s are applicable by comparing the Payroll 
reports and ERS Detail report against your backup documentation (budgets, 
personnel reports, progress reports etc).

• Confirm all salary cost transfers (if applicable) have already been processed and 
have been taken into account. 

◦ Prepare necessary salary cost transfers as soon as possible, if applicable
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Four  Check  Points

What Are You Verifying?
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Certified/AdjustReqd. Status

• When Effort Reports are initially generated, 
Columns [A] & [B] automatically match  

◦ If [B] % remains unchanged, it will continue 
to change to match [A]

◦ If [B] %  is changed & saved, any type of 
change to [A] will not automatically update 
[B] to match.

◦ If the [A] and [B] %’s do not match and the 
report gets certified, it will change to a 
status of “Certified/AdjustReqd” 

◦ Both columns have to match to have a 
“Certified” status

Certified Cert/AdjustReqd.

• Effort report with a Certified/AdjustReqd 
status is still considered Open
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Start Early

• Good ERS management starts with good fund management and monthly 
reconciliation

◦ Minimize salary cost transfers by monitoring projects on a monthly basis.
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Schedule Time

• Set up a time prior to the ERS certification deadline to sit down with the PI/Certifier 
to review & explain each individual Effort Report s/he is responsible for.

• If sitting with the Certifier is not possible, notify the certifier that the effort reports 
are ready for review and certification.

• Explain any complicated reports and let them know if any reports should not be 
certified because they need further action or review.

• If the Certifier sees the need for any changes to the reports, they should contact the 
reviewer to discuss the changes before certifying the reports & prior to ERS 
deadline.
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Set-Up Saved Searches

• Create Saved Searches specific to your needs.  Recommended Searches:
o Department code
o Subscribe to each of your PI’s “My Projects” 

• Easily identify completed and pending reports
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• PIs must self certify. (Names highlighted in yellow in ERS)

• Staff members may self certify

◦ It is recommended that PIs certify for staff for which they have primary oversight since they 
have first-hand knowledge of the work performed

• Enable Multiple Certification Flags as needed

Who Needs To Certify?
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Mult ip le  Cert i f i cat ion

Who Needs to Certify

Project A – Joe Bruin

Project B – Joe Bruin

Project C – Josephine Bruin
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Who Needs To Certify?

When a PI terminates his/her appointment before certifying his/her staff's effort reports, we recommend one of the following 
actions:

• Option 1: If the PI is still affiliated with UCLA and has access to ERS, please have him/her logon to the system and certify his/her 
reports. 

• Option 2: If the PI no longer has access to ERS, you may send them a copy of the effort report requiring certification and have them 
reply with their certification. To do so, you may either use the “Send” function in the system (navigate to the desired report and 
click the “Send” button on the top right hand) or take a screenshot of the report and paste it in an email to them. In their response, 
they should verify/confirm the effort in the attached report is correct, or state what the correct effort should be, if any changes are 
required. (This email should be kept on file in your department as back-up documentation). Upon receiving the PI's “manual” 
certification, someone in your department, preferably the department chair or someone closely-related to the project, should log
into the system and electronically certify the report on the PI's behalf. He/she should also provide an explanation in the 
“Comments” field that the PI has left the university but has manually certified via an email/letter that is on file with the 
department.

• Option 3: If the PI is no longer reachable and option 1 and 2 above are not feasible, then the last option is to have someone here at 
UCLA with first-hand knowledge of the project and the effort worked to certify the effort reports. As with option 2, the individual 
certifying the report on behalf of the PI should provide an explanation in the “Comments” field, indicating that the PI is unavailable 
and that the person certifying on his behalf has first-hand knowledge of the PI's or employee's effort.

https://efm.research.ucla.edu/ers-faq/

https://efm.research.ucla.edu/ers-faq/
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ERS Listserv

The Effort Reporting process is NOT always over once a report has been certified.

• A certified effort reports may reopen due to late payroll transactions.

• A notice is not generated when a report is reopened

◦ The report will appear in the ERS Past Due and Open report.

ERS Past Due and Open Effort Report Listserv 

• The Listserv distributes an Excel file to current ERS Coordinators for each department 
that lists all outstanding open and past due effort reports by individual. 

• A new Excel file is generated and sent to each department via the Listserv on the 15th 
day of each month
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ERS Coordinators

• While ERS coordination duties will vary by department, typical duties include: 
o Receiving ERS notifications and distributing the information in those notifications to the 

appropriate individuals within their department or area of responsibility. This includes the Past Due 
and Open Effort Report Listserv. 

o Tracking status of effort reports (e.g., open, certified, re-opened) and reporting to administrators. 
o Identifying incomplete and/or late Effort Reports and notifying appropriate individuals to take 

action.

• Who is responsible for designating individuals as ERS Coordinator? 
o Departments are responsible for designating at least one ERS Coordinator within their department.
o Departments may choose to assign multiple ERS Coordinators, and ERS Coordinators may include 

senior-level individuals within the department. 

• How is the ERS Coordinator function assigned in ERS? 
o Department DSAs manage and grant access to specific ERS roles via DACSS, including the ERS 

Coordinator role. DSAs coordinate with department administrators on granting this access.
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ERS Coordinators

• If you are unsure who current ERS Coordinator(s) in your department are, a list can be
found on the ORA Portal – Effort Report Certification Status Report:

• Contact your DSA if your department needs to assign or update ERS Coordinator role in
DACSS.
o ERS Coordinators do not have access to view payroll details within ERS, unless this access

is granted by the DSA. Ability to view payroll details is a separate role in ERS that DSAs
can assign via DACSS.

o Contact your DSA or ershelp@research.ucla.edu if you have any questions

https://portal.research.ucla.edu/EffortReportingCertification
mailto:ershelp@research.ucla.edu
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ERS Resource & Links

EFM Website
https://efm.research.ucla.edu/

The Effort Reporting System (ERS)
https://ers.it.ucla.edu/

ERS FAQ
https://efm.research.ucla.edu/ers-faq/

ERS Help Desk
ershelp@research.ucla.edu

ERS Mailing List
http://form.research.ucla.edu/ora/ora-news-subscription/

https://efm.research.ucla.edu/
https://ers.it.ucla.edu/
https://efm.research.ucla.edu/ers-faq/
mailto:ershelp@research.ucla.edu
http://form.research.ucla.edu/ora/ora-news-subscription/
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Any Questions?

Contact Information

Phone: (310) 794-0103

Email: valeria.gomez@research.ucla.edu

Val Gomez

https://efm.research.ucla.edu

EFM Website

mailto:valeria.gomez@research.ucla.edu
https://efm.research.ucla.edu/
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Objective

• Be familiar with several different types of searches and reports you can 
generate in ERS to help you identify and manage the reports for which you 
are responsible. 
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Getting Started

• To search for effort reports select the Search Reports tab at the top left of the page.  (This 
tab is selected by default when logging in to ERS)

• There are four standard searches available in ERS:
1) People 2) Departments 3) Funds 4) Projects
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Creating Saved Searches by Department

•Select the Departments Tab
•Choose the department type*
•Enter the Department Name or Department Code
•Click Update Filter 
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Creating Saved Searches by Department
Department  Type

• Account Department  
◦ Default: A list of effort 

reports for employees that 
are paid from the searched 
department’s accounts
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• Home Department  
◦ A list of effort reports  that includes employees that 

currently list the searched department as their home 
department in EDB

◦ If an employee was a part of the searched department in 
the past, but has since moved to another department, 
they will not show up on the searched department’s list.  
All of their effort reports (past and present) will show on 
their new department’s list

• Fund Department 
◦ A list of effort reports for employees that are 

paid from the searched department’s funds

Creating Saved Searches by Department
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Creating Saved Searches by Department

Here is the Filtered 
Results List of 
reports that 
belong to that 
Department

Enter Dept. Code 
or Name and 
“Update Filter”

Click the blue arrow to move individual 
entries to the right Search Collection side or 
the Select All button to move entire list
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You can add multiple 
departments to your 
search

• Enter multiple 
department codes in the 
Multiple Department/Org 
numbers equal field, 
comma and  no space 

• Select Update Filter &  
Select All to move all to 
left hand column Search 
Collection

Creating Saved Searches by Department
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Select the Save As button to make the Save 
Search pop up box appear.  Title your search and 
save.

Creating Saved Searches by Department
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Creating Saved Searches by Department
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Creating Saved Searches by Department

This can be useful to send searches to a PI, lab manager, supervisor, or any other individual 
involved in with the certification process

Selecting the Share Saved Search icon will open up your email and allow you to send the search 
to a person of your choice.  When the search is accepted by the other user, it will be added to 
their personal list of searches which is visible on the Manage Searches page.
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View the Department List
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Summary – Search by Department

1. Click Departments tab to search by Home, Account or Fund department

2. Type in department name or code into the single or multiple search field

3. Click: Update Filter

4. Click blue arrow(s) or Select All in Filtered Results list to move list to right side into 
the Search Collection field

5. Click Save As button in lower right 

6. Name report in the pop up box that appears

7. Click the Save button
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Creating Saved Search by People

You can also 
search for 
multiple 
employees at 
the same time 
by entering 
multiple EIDs, 
separated by 
comas.

1. Click People tab to search by employee’s name or ID
2. Type in employee ID number or name (last name first followed by a comma, no space then the first name)*
3. Click: Update Filter
4. Click blue arrow in Filtered Results List to move record(s) to right side into the Search Collection field
5. Click Save As button in lower right 
6. Name report in the pop up box that appears
7. Click the Save button
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Creating Saved Searches by Funds

1. Click Funds tab to search by fund
2. Type in fund number
3. Click: Update Filter
4. Click blue arrow in Filtered Results list to move record(s) to right side into the Search Collection field
5. Run another search for other funds you want to add if desired 
6. Click Save As button in lower right 
7. Name report in the pop up box that appears
8. Click the Save button
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Creating Saved Searches by Project

1. Click Project tab to search by project
2. Select search type and fill in information
3. Click: Update Filter
4. Click blue arrow in Filtered Results list to move record(s) to right side into the Search Collection field
5. Run another search for other projects you want to add if desired
6. Click Save As button in lower right 
7. Name report in the pop up box that appears
8. Click the Save button
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Creating Saved Searches by My Projects

Creating a PI’s My Projects search will generate a list for anyone that is paid from the specified PI’s FAUs (Full Accounting Unit). 

Select the Manage 
Searches tab

Click  Subscribe
This is the list that the PIs will see 

when they log into ERS
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Creating Saved Searches by My Projects

Enter the PI’s last name or ID number

Bruin

Bruin,Joe (123456789)

Click Update Filter or press enter

Select Subscribe to ‘My Projects’ 
and close the window
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Creating Saved Searches by My Projects

Now you have created a My Projects list for the PI of your choice which will appear in the 
Manage Searches tab

My Projects Bruin,Joe
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Summary Saved Search – My Projects

1. This tab is mainly used when searching for employees  paid on a PI’s project(s) to identify the 
PI’s certification responsibility

2. Select the Manage Searches tab

3. Click Subscribe which is at the bottom left of the page.

4. Enter the PI’s name or ID number then select Update Filter

5. Then select Subscribe which will be to the right side of the line containing the PI’s name

6. Close the window and now you have created a My Projects list for the PI of your choice
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NOTE

Reviewing My Projects

• There may be many employees on the PI’s My Projects list that the PI should not 
certify.
oOther PIs that are paid from their funding source
oEmployees paid from their funding source that they do not have suitable means of 

verifying the work performed

• A best practice recommended by many research administrators is to sit down with 
their PIs and assist them in the certification process. This way you can ensure that 
the reports are certified correctly.
oIf you cannot sit with the PI please make sure they are aware of which reports they 

should avoid (if any)
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My Certifications

• ‘My Certifications’ list will include employees paid from accounts linked to 
the searched PI and the PI’s personal effort reports (whether or not the 
searched PI is paid from their own accounts).  This list excludes other Faculty 
in Professorial, Professional Research, and Management Titles

◦ Note: If an employee works for a PI but is paid from a funding source that is not 
linked to the PI, their effort reports will not be included on this list
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Viewing Saved Searches

When viewing a report list there is also a dropdown menu which contains all of your saved 
searches
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Sorting Reports

• The Show Status option allows you to sort your lists based on the report status.  
Recommended: ALL-Open

• The Reporting Periods option allows you to search effort reports for specific reporting 
periods.  Recommended: All
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Any Questions?

Contact Information

Email: ershelp@research.ucla.edu

ERS Help Desk

https://efm.research.ucla.edu

EFM Website

mailto:ershelp@research.ucla.edu
https://efm.research.ucla.edu/
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